Styled-It!

Toe & Finger Halloween Cookies
Here you will find detailed step-by-step directions on creating these adorable
cookies!
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Styled-It!
Ingredients


Bag of Sugar or butter cookie mix or your favorite recipe, that yields 3 dozen
2 inch cookies. I like Betty Crocker’s sugar cookie mix



½ Cup coarsely chopped Pistachios



8 drops of green food coloring



¼ Teaspoon of a good quality natural Pistachio extract-*Optional



Sliced and whole almonds



8 ½ x 11 pieces of white 65lb cardstock for Tags



String



Color Printer
*Some artificial Pistachio extracts tend to be very overwhelming in taste

DIRECTIONS:
1. In a large bowl mix together the cookie dough with food coloring, extract and
pistachios.

2. Roll out in shape of small logs; For fingers use a 3 x ½ log and for the toes use a
2 x ¾ log as shown. If Pistachios come through the surface that’s okay as it will
make the cookies look “warty”
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3. Make Indentations along the length of the cookies by gently pressing in the
sides with your fingertips. For fingers do it at two points to create a finger
shape and at one point for the toe to give the tip a bigger rounder more toe
like appearance.

4. Using a small paring knife make small cuts to create knuckles and cut off the
end to give it a severed appearance.
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5. Bake cookies as directed.
6. As soon as you remove cookies from the oven place a small dot of red food
gel or icing on tip of finger and gently press on the whole almonds on toes and
the sliced almond on the finger tips making sure a little “blood” oozes out of
the edges.

7. Once cookies are completely cool add more of the gel at the end or “severed”
part of the cookie and attach toe tag .

Toe Tags
1. For best results print on a white matte 65lbs cardstock
2. Hole punch tag in the brown circle area and tie to cookie
using any kind of string or kitchen twine!
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We hope you enjoy making these fun cookies as much
as we did !
Please let us know if you have any questions or
comments.
www.Styled-It.com
Alice@Styled-It.com
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